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Abstract. This paper use two statistics methods to analyze the texture character in image. First it 
proposes cross-correlation function method. Most existing texture analyze method can only analyze 
the texture character of the whole image or a region in the image. But cross-correlation function can 
indicate the texture feature of single point. Further more the changing of light in same texture does 
influence the function. Second it proposes that Angle Distribute Function of Gradient can be used to 
analyze the direction of texture in an image or region. It can show a continuous angle feature of a 
single texture while traditional method can only provide discrete angle feature of texture. 

Introduction 
The concept of texture was concerned for a long time in image processing. It is an important 

feature in image, but it is difficult to describe. Further more the impress of texture for different 
individual is various, so it is difficult to give a definition for texture[1,2]. The common 
comprehension for texture is: any distribute or feature of object constitute, especially those involve 
character of appearance and sense of touching. In image processing[3,4], common comprehension 
for texture is: the feature that can indicate the regular pattern of point gray distribute in space. 

Common texture analysis methods can be classified to three categories: method based on 
statistics, method based on contracture and method based on frequency spectrum. Some methods 
based on image model are proposed recently[5-9]. 

Existing texture analysis methods mostly use co-distribution to describe texture[10]. 
Co-distribution carries co-changing, but co-changing doesn’t indicate co-distribution. Most existing 
texture analysis methods analyze texture feature by statistics the distribution information of an 
image or a region, and give the conclusion with the whole texture feature. They cannot measure 
texture information of a single point. Aimed at this problem, this paper proposed a method to 
measure texture feature of a single point. The method use the cross-correlation function of the data 
take from a line of which the point is the center point and other lines which coherent and parallel to 
this line. When the data is zeros-average and in same strength, the cross-correlation function will 
give a peak in the zero-point while it is plat in zero point if the point is not in a obvious texture.  

According to the agreed definition for texture, texture can be measured by gray level distribute, 
further more, it can be measured by changing pattern of gray level. So the gradient information of 
an image can be used to analyze texture feature. Distribute function of gradient can provide a lot 
information of the whole image or a specified region. For a single texture, the angle distribution 
function of gradient can give the direction character of the texture in an image. 

Use cross-correlation function to analyze texture feature of single point  
If a point is in a texture, then the data from parallel lines must contains a same trend, when the 
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data is transformed to zeros-average, then the cross-correlation function will give a peak at zero 
point. Before calculate the function, the data need to be transformed to zeros-average and value 
adjusted to same scope. For a data array X from a line, it can be transformed by formula 1: 

' 1XX
X

= −
           (1) 

Where X is data array from a line, X  stands for the average of the array, and 'X  is the 
transformation result. After the transformation 'X  is zero-average and average of absolute value 
of 'X  is 0.5. 

Definition for cross-correlation function(CCFT).To measure texture feature of a single point, 
first extract a data array from a line of which the aim point is the center point. Then extract some 
data array from a coherent and parallel line to this line. Data extracting can be indicate by fig 1 

line 1
aim point

line 2

 

Fig 1 sample for data extracting 

From line 1 and line 2, initial data array 1X  and 2X  can be extracted. Deal them with formu 1, 
get zeros-averaged data 1 'X  and 2 'X . Cross-correlation function of 1 'X  and 2 'X  can be used 
to analyze the texture character of the aim point. 

So the cross-correlation function for texture character (CCFT) is defined as: 
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Where L  stand for data length for texture analysis, at the same time, it stand for the strength for 
texture analysis. With bigger L , texture in wider region can be detected, but texture with small 
dimension would be ignored because the character would be covered. 

The direction of a texture should refer to the direction that the data changes in a texture. So 
formu 2 can be used to analyze vertical texture. If a vertical texture placed at the aim point, then 
data change with a same pattern in 1X  and 2X , then CCFT can give a bigger value, otherwise the 
value of CCFT will be small. 

Follow the definition of vertical CCFT, we can give horizontal CCFT: 
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Follow the upper definition, we can give 45o and 135o CCFT : 
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Use formu 1-4 we can get hT ，
vT ，

hvT  and vhT they can be used to analyze the texture character 
of the aim point. 

Experiments for CCFT.Use the algorithm proposed in 1.1, we can test a image. For a given 
image, we calculate the CCFTs for every point. Then can draw the data pattern of the CCFTs. With 
a appropriate thresh we can segment the to 2-value and then give the segment result. Follow 
experiments are based on the images in Fig. 1: 

      
(a)        (b)        (c) 

   Fig. 1 Test resource 
Experiment1: Basic experiment for CCFT, calculate CCFTs of the fig 1(a) and fig 1(c), and 

draw the data distribution with a three dimension mesh. The result is shown follow: 

 
Fig 2 CCFTs of fig 1(a) 

There is a obvious texture in fig 1(a). and then we can see that data in hT  is plat and small, 
while data in hT  is Dramatic changing. Because the direction of 45o and 135o is not orthogonal to 
the texture, so there is data changing in hvT  and vhT . 
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Fig. 3 CCFTs of fig 1(b) 

There is vertical and horizontal texture at different region of the image, and in the hT , the 
position with horizontal texture is obviously higher than other positions. And in vT  the position 
with vertical texture is obviously higher than other positions. In hvT  and vhT , position with texture 
is higher than other positions. 

Experiment 2: segment experiment. 
We segment the CCFT result with Ostu thresh, we can get the points that with obvious texture 

character. The result is show in fig 4 and fig 5 

 
Fig . 4 Segment result of hT  of fig 1(a) 

From the segment result, the position with obvious texture is labeled with white color and others 
is labeled with black color. We can see regions with plat color changing is labeled black and regions 
with obviously texture is label white. 

   
(a) hT         (b) vT  

Fig. 5 Segment result of CCFTs of fig 1(b) 

In the result of hT , regions with horizontal texture are labeled white and in result of vT  regions 
with vertical texture are labeled white. In segment result of hT , regions with vertical texture is 
slightly labeled and in segment result of vT , regions with horizontal texture is slightly labeled. 

From the experiments upper, CCFT is effective in texture analysis. It can indicate the texture 
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character of a single point. 

Analyze texture character with GADF 
Distribution function of gradient is the histogram of gradient. It can be used to analyze the 

statistics feature. The gradient angle distribution function (GADF) is the histogram of gradient 
angle of an image. It can indicate the changing direction of an image. If there is some obvious 
texture with single direction, then there would be some peak value in GADF. Then texture with 
single direction can be indicate with GADF. 

GADF is defined as follow[11]: 
( , ) , ( , )( ) ( ) | i j i jD Count uθ θ α θ α αα > < += �        (6) 

Where ( , )i jθ  stand for the gradient direction of point ( , )i j . For texture analysis the contrast 
gradient direction maybe coming from the same texture. So the definition of ( , )i jθ  should be 
modified as:  

( , ) ( ) arctan( )h

v

gi j angle g
g

θ = =         (7) 

Where hg  and vg  stand for horizontal and vertical gradient. 
Texture character can be described as same distribution and same changing trend. A lot of 

textures bring out same changing direction. If there is a texture with single direction in a region, 
then the GADF of this region will show obviously peak value. 

Experiment: use GADF to analyze the texture direction for fig 1(a),(b) and (d). 
Image and the GADF is shown in Fig. 6: 

    
a) fig 1(a)      b)GADF of fig 1(a) 

     
(c) fig 1(c)       (d) GADF of fig 1(c) 

Fig 6 GADF of resources 

From the GADF, image fig 1(a) has a vertical texture, and the GADF has a peak value at 0. Fig 
1(b) have a texture at direction of 

4
π  and 

4
π− , and the GADF has two peak value at 

4
π  and 

4
π− . 

Fig 1(d) has a texture at 0 and π  , the GADF has peak value at 0 , π  and π− . 
From these images, we can see that GADF can indicate the texture direction of images. Unlike 

traditional method, GADF can indicate continuous direction while most traditional method can only 
provide discrete angle of direction. 
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Conclusion 
This paper proposes two method to analyze texture character of image: method based on 

cross-correlation function (CCFT) and method based on gradient angle distribution function 
(GADF). Method based on cross-correlation function can give a measurement of the texture 
character of a single point in image. Method based on GADF can indicate the direction of texture in 
a image or region. Experiments verify the methods’ efficiency in texture analysis. 
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